Warning for Families:

New App Called Calculator Plus

There is a new app for phones kids are buying and using to store things they don’t want parents, teachers, SROs, and school administrators to see when checking their phones. The app is called Calculator Plus. It looks like the I Phone calculator when you scroll through the icons on the phone, so it doesn’t draw any attention. It works like a regular calculator as well. When you put in the right sequence of numbers/symbols however it opens a secret storage, and where the kids are keeping photos. Every student had this app on their phone and some of them were storing pornography of one another. The parents of these students stated they regularly check their son or daughter’s phone and had no idea of the hidden storage in the calculator app. *If you scroll through the phone and see two calculator icons, the student likely has the calculator + app and is storing inappropriate material on their phone. Check your child’s phone daily!*